
Preface toJohn M. Synge, 
Deirdre of the Sorrows: A Play (1910) 

It was Synge's practice to write many complete versions of a 
play, distinguishing them with letters, and running half 
through the alphabet before he finished. I He read me a version 
of this play the year before his death, and would have made 
several more, t always altering and enriching.2 He felt that the 
story, as he had told it, required a grotesque element mixed into 
its lyrical melancholy to give contrast and create an impression 
of solidity, and had begun this mixing with the character of 
Owen, who would have had some part in the first act also, 
where he was to have entered Lavarcham's cottage with 
Conchu bor. 3 Conch u bor would have taken a knife from his belt 
to cut himselffree from threads of silk that caught in brooch or 
pin as he leant over Deirdre's embroidery frame, and forgotten 
this knife behind him. Owen was to have found it and stolen it. 
Synge asked that either I or Lady Gregory should write some 
few words to make this possible, but after writing in a passage 
we were little satisfied and thought it better to have the play 
performed, as it is printed here, with no word of ours. When 
Owen killed himself in the second act, he was to have done it 
with Conchubor's knife.4 He did not speak to me of any other 
alteration, but it is probable that he would have altered till the 
structure had become as strong and varied as in his other plays; 
and had he lived to do that, Deirdre of the Sorrows would have 
been his master-work, so much beauty is there in its course, and 
such wild nobleness in its end, and so poignant is an emotion 
and wisdom that were his own preparation for death. 

W. B. Yeats 
APril,191O 
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